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A tryst with abstracts
Rewati Rau

With her latest paintings, artist Sangeeta Gupta continues her tryst with abstracts. Titled
Concordances, the exhibition was inaugurated on Saturday evening at Kumar Art Gallery,
Sundar Nagar. The gallery sure overflowed with guests but it was hard to ignore any of
Gupta's huge, colourful canvasses which almost seemed to rule the walls of the gallery.
A small and cosy get together, the evening brought together artists, art lovers, collectors
and gallery owners. The guest list included artists like Rameshwar Broota with wife
Vasundhra Tiwari, Dharmendra Rathore, Kanchan Chander, Durga Kainthola, among others.
The artist was busy signing catalogues and mixing up with guests throughout the evening
and it was difficult to catch her free even for a few minutes.
Gupta, an officer of the Indian Revenue Service, said about her recent works: "My paintings
show harmony. Why do we love music? It is because it has harmony. I also want my
paintings to create a similar harmonious effect." Gupta began her career making drawings
and shifted to painting abstracts in oils and acrylics six years back. Virendra Kumar Jain of

Kumar Art Gallery, who has been exhibiting Gupta's works from the beginning, said:
"Sangeeta's enthusiasm takes her to great heights successfully. I have seen Sangeeta grow
as an artist. Ab stract is the ultimate form of art and is also the most difficult. But
Sangeeta's paintings are a culmi nation of her hard work over the years." We also spotted
actor Nasser Abdullah at the do, who seems to be enjoying the city's art scene fair ly well
these days.

New Delhi Saturday March 25

On Their Own Steam
Creativity can be found in the strangest places. In artist-bureaucrat Sangeeta Gupta’s case,
it strikes when she is poring over taxation policies and mathematical computations.
A serving IT commissioner in Delhi, Gupta, a self-taught painter, joins a stream of artists
who hail from the world of babudom. Recently, we saw Karnataka superintendent of police,
Devajyoti Ray’s canvases at the Lalit Kala Akademi. Then there are a whole train of wives
who are part of the camp.
Landscape painter Nirmala Das — wife of former Air India chairman and diplomat B S Das —
held her show at the Habiart Gallery recently, while joint secretary (tourism) Amitabh Kant’s
wife Ranjita Kant, is a recognised name in art circles.
Gupta though, prefers to use her credentials as a bureaucrat sparingly. ‘‘I want to make it
as an artist on my own steam,’’ she insists at her exhibition, titled Concordances at Kumar
art gallery. She plans to show her works at Mumbai’s Jehangir Art Gallery next month.
A collection of abstract works, the show is a study on harmony, the lines and patterns
evocative of natural surfaces like bark, rock and vegetation. ‘‘My patterns are in perfect
sequence, suggesting order, as opposed to the violence and unrest that is prevalent in the
world,’’ she says.
Though Gupta has been painting for 10 years, her creative journey began way back in her
college days with poetry. ‘‘I wrote a lot of verse, but my heart was set on painting. So I
started learning painting from Sanat Ray in Kolkata,’’ says the 1984 batch IRS officer.
Over the years, Gupta moved from drawings and figurative works to abstracts. ‘‘While all art
is liberating, I find abstracts more soulful,’’ says the 47-year-old.
Ask her how she marries her professional life with art and she says matter-of-factly, ‘‘My
passion has kept me going all through. Also I consider both my jobs to be creative in their
own way.’’
The exhibition at Kumar art gallery is on till today.
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Harmony with nature on canvas
Madhur Tankha
NEW DELHI: A one-of-its-kind solo show of paintings titled "Concordances" by Sangeeta
Gupta is now on at Kumar Gallery here at Sunder Nagar.
Done in acrylic on canvas, the works highlight harmony in life and harmony with nature.
Since the paintings are in abstract, there are no human figures. A self-taught artist,
Sangeeta started her artistic journey with intricate drawings. She still continues to make
these drawings but has found her real calling in producing abstracts in oils and acrylics on
canvas.
"This is my 22nd solo show. I have put up 30 paintings that are all in abstract and used
metallic colours as well as brown, orange and red ones. For the past 16 years I have been
seriously pursuing painting and participated in 40 group shows across the country and
abroad," says Sangeeta.
In her solo show in 2002, Sangeeta displayed her love for colour. The works were bold yet
inviting. She also succeeded in firmly establishing her lines -- undulating straight, hair thin,
broad and translucent.
It is often said that abstract art is only for the initiated, an acquired taste both for the artist
and the viewer. In Sangeeta's case, this was an inevitable development. Her recent
paintings reveal panoramic motifs, prints in the sand, fossils bearing testimony to the
narrative of time, and recollections of fingerprints.
With strident and subtle strokes, dots and amorphous patterns, Sangeeta suggests the
glossiness of lacquer, the glow of the sun and the inherent palette of rocks. As colour exists
only in the mind, the vibrations blend, juxtapose, suggest myriad pairings of cobalt and
indigo, colours of earth and trees, reds, mixed monochromes, gilded detail, using the
natural spectrum with its visual sensibility.
"Concordances, this series of works, exist as a continuum, replete with dexterous metaphor.
Sangeeta invites the viewer into her paintings, to affect a broader dialogue and
understanding of the work. One needs to spend time with them, to view them from afar,
then with changing light up close," says art curator Elizabeth Rogers.
Sangeeta has been honoured with the 77th Annual All-India Award for painting by the AllIndia Fine Arts and Crafts Society and the Hindprabha Award, 1999, for Indian women
achievers by Uttar Pradesh Mahila Manch of Meerut.
The show is on at Kumar Gallery up to March 25.

